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There is nothing new in the world except the history you do not know.  

--Harry S Truman 

Magic Questions 

To paraphrase Harry Truman, “What do you know about your magical history?” Let’s find out. 

Below are 130 questions or short phrases that challenge you to come up with the right answer.  

In some cases, more than one answer may exist. Here’s the clue for you  -- and the answer too. 

N Question Answer 

1 A name synonymous with opaque rock Blackstone 

2 A deceptive count Flustration 

3 Inventor of W.O.W. Book Test Yedid 

4 One of the “L”s in L&L Publishing Louis 

5 A soldier’s lodge Billet 

6 On the up and up in magic Levitation 

7 A brother to Houdini Theodore 

8 Brother’s offspring Gemini Twins 

9 Lover of math and magic Gardner 

10 Fielding’s surname West 

11 What the Professor would cut when not cutting a deck Silhouette 

12 Name of Box and City Boston 

13 Silent Partner Teller 

14 Jim Tyler’s gem Diamond  

15 Hugard’s Expert Card Technique partner Braue 

16 He created Nothing Maven 

17 The Tomfoolery was his Mullica 

18 Author of “Showtime” column in TLR Marucci 

19 I.B.M. top man Munoz 

20 Lee Falk’s cartoon character Mandrake 

21 His card technique was revolutionary Marlow 

22 He’s as cool as ice McDonald 

23 The M in Mystery School McBride 

24 Secret Agent Man Mulholland 

25 Lefty’s Pal Marshall 

26 He was silent Mora 

27 The world’s largest Leprechaun Billy McComb 

28 An outstanding writer on mental magic who published 

in “The Jinx” 

Annemann 

29 Magician who did his burlesque on magic on the 

Headliner Show at the 1955 IBM convention in 

Ballentine 
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Pittsburgh 

30 Two oldest known tricks Cups and Balls, Linking Rings 

31 Name of classic sucker-type children’s trick Die Box 

32 Title of outstanding textbook on card magic written by 

Jean Hugard and Frederick Braue and published in 

1940 by Carl Jones 

Expert Card Technique 

33 Author of “Showmanship for Magicians” Fitzkee 

34 Word used to describe the unseen part that makes a 

trick work 

Gimmick 

35 Three magicians named Harry Houdini, Blackstone, Keller 

36 A three letter word describing a card sleight Jog 

37 Ohio city where first I.B.M. convention was held Kenton 

38 A French word meaning sleight-of-hand Legerdemain  

39 Name of famous English family that was part owner of 

the Egyptian Hall in London 

Maskelyne 

40 Marketed mechanical coin  trick in which several coins 

change into coins of another denomination 

Nickels to Dimes 

41 Stage name of the inventor of the coin box which bears 

his name 

Okito 

42 Another name for sleight of hand Prestidigitation 

43 Title of Dai Vernon’s marketed effect in which four 

cards magically gather together from the four corners 

of a cloth 

Queen’s Soiree 

44 Name of four magic effects beginning with the letter 

“S” 

Stretching a rope, sympathetic 

silks, Siberian chain escape, 

square circle 

45 Who published a complete correspondence course on 

magic 

Tarbell 

46 First initial of Columbus Ohio inventor-magician-

magic dealer  

U. F. Grant 

47 Inventor of Brain Wave Deck Dai Vernon 

48 Last letter of monthly magazine published 50 years 

before it suspended 

Sphinx 

49 Name of standard card effect usually requiring 

assistance of spectator, sometimes needing two decks 

You do as I do 

50 Neil Foster’s most famous effect Zombie 

51 Number one I.B.M.er Vintus 

52 His idea was out of this world Curry 

53 Machpelah Cemetery’s most famous resident Houdini 

54 He has debunked many a fraud Randi 

55 Maven’s alter ego Goldstein 

56 He created the Ghost Count Elmsley 
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57 A pseudonym that begins with S.W. Erdnase 

58 He is known in part for making Quantum Leaps Lorayne 

59 Steve Shaw’s stage name Banachek 

60 The Pallbearer’s Review would not be possible without 

him 

Fulves 

61 Sigfried’s partner Roy 

62 People are Wild about his marked deck Boris 

63 Kotkin’s creation Copperfield 

64 The Foxy one’s first name Karrell 

65 Cordina’s favorite number 13 

66 Device and Illusion are part of his oeuvre Steinmeyer 

67 His last act was a bullet catch Soo 

68 What magicians usually carry with them Cards 

69 Another name for an element of mystery Magic 

70 What practice is to a novice tedious 

71 An emblem of magic Wand 

72 The first name of a magical  beard Eugene 

73 The name of the mask man’s wife Abigail 

74 Name of famous magician, mentalist, and hypnotist 

who authored Psychic Magic 

Ormond McGill 

75 Which princess had an uplifting magical experience Princess Karnac 

76 British magician who toured the Far East with big 

illusion show. Real name was Granville Taylor.  Stage 

name? 

Faust 

 

77 Famous Danish magician who first used magic words 

“Sim Sala Bim” 

Dante 

 

78 Famous female magician performing in nightclubs in 

the 30s, 40s, and 50s 

Dell O’Dell 

79 What do Alexander Hermann, Houdini, Dante, Howard 

Thurston, The Great Raymond, and Lee Grabel all have 

in common 

They were all Masons 

80 Who is the famous Canadian escape artist who in later 

years turned to writing books and presenting lectures 

against “psychic frauds and faith healers?” 

The Amazing Randi 

81 He was an illusionist and Vaudeville magician who 

invested the 'Flip over box', 'Temple of Benares', and 

'The Illusion Trunk’ who also appeared in Orson 

Welles “Citizen Kane”'  

Jack Gwynne 

82 Name of contemporary children’s magician who is the 

current editor of The Linking Ring 

Sammy Smith 

83 Stage name of Harry Bouton Harry Blackstone 

84 Stage name of Claude Yarbrough Jonathan Pendragon 
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85 Stage name of Jame R. Zwinge The Amazing Randi 

86 Stage name of David Bamberg Fu Manchu 

87 Stage name of David Kotkin David Copperfield 

88 Stage name of Merril L. Grabeele Lee Grabel 

89 Stage name of Sidney R. Johnson Sid Lorraine 

90 Stage name of Stanley a. Sokulski Stan Allen 

91 Stage name of Harry A. Jansen Dante 

92 Stage name of Marvin Levey Marvyn Roy 

93 Stage name of Richard Pitchford Cardini 

94 Stage name of Donald A. McWethy Don Alan 

95 Name of famous Europen magician who invented and 

first performed the round substitutions trunk  

Carlo Tornedo 

96 Who originally performed as “Chan the Magician” Channing Pollock 

97 Name of oldest magic shop in the U.S. (established 

1895) 

Eagle Magic 

98 Name of two Wisconsin magicians who have 

performed multiple times at Abbott’s Magic Get-

together 

David Seebach and Brett Daniels 

99 What famous Chavez student became editor of The 

New Tops 

Neil Foster 

100 Who owned the yacht bearing the name “Showboat – 

Magic Castle II” 

John Calvert 

101 Name of 1970s Broadway magician who later did 

national TV specials 

Doug Henning 

102 Famous mentalist who had his own TV series in the 

1970s 

Kreskin 

103 A famous Wisconsin magician often photographed 

with a violin 

Norm Nielsen 

104 A famous magician in the 30s and 40s well known for 

his Egg on Fan 

Tommy Martin 

105 The first non-American magician to be inducted into 

the Society of American Magicians version of the “Hall 

of Fame” 

Billy McComb 

106 A famous professional wrestler who was a professional 

magician before turning to wrestling 

Gorgeous George 

107 A famous mindreader on radio and TV in the 50s Dunninger 

108 A famous magician who toured North American with a 

full evening illusion show featuring “Princess—The 

Vanishing Pony” 

MacDonald Birch 

109 The first magician to perform on a TV commercial (a 

Jackie Gleason show) who was also the first magician 

to perform in the New Madison Square Garden 

Milbourne Christopher 
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complex 

110 Who is the oldest living former president of IBM? Dr. Richard Mossey 

111 Who is a top professional magician who once used the 

stage name of “Divad” 

David Seebach 

112 He now performs in Macau but which state did Franz 

Harary originally hail from? 

Michigan 

113 Back in the 60s, Mark Wilson was assisted on the 

weekly TV series, The Magic Land of Allakazam, by 

his wife, Nani Darnell and Rebo the Clown. What was 

his name? 

Bev Bergeron 

114 Who was an Australian-born magician who performed 

at various times using the names, including Chop Chop 

and Tung Ping Soo 

Al Wheatley 

115 Who won the IBM Best New Performer award in 1952 

and later went on to host his own TV talk show 

DickCavett 

116 Percy Abbott originated Abbott’s Magic Company.  

Where was he born? 

Sydney, Australia 

117 His real name was Oscar Eliason. He was born in Salt 

Lake City and died as a result of a gunshot wound 

while on a hunting expedition in Australia in 1899 

Dante 

 

118 When and where did Houdini die? Detroit, October 31, 1926 

119 Who was the actor who was also a magician who 

starred as “Boston Blackie” in the movies and who in 

1970 committed suicide with an overdose of 

barbituates 

Chester Morris 

120 What famous Hollywood actor worked in his youth as 

an assistant to Bill Neff 

Jimmy Stewart 

121 What actor played the starring role in the early 70s in a 

TV series called “The Magician” 

Bill Bixby 

122 Abbott’s Magic company was first know as…. The Blackstone Magic Company 

123 Which magic effect became known as the one that built 

Abbotts? 

Squash 

124 Who was the famous close-up magician who hosted a 

TV show in the 60s called “Magic Ranch” 

Don Alan 

125 What was the real name of the famous magician Fu 

Manchu who had great success in Latin America 

David Bamberg 

126 Who was the “Think A Drink” magician, also known 

as the World’s Highest Paid Bartender 

Charles Hoffman 

127 What did/do Neil Foster, Max Maven, and David 

Copperfield have in common. 

None have a driver’s license 

128 Dante’s real name was Harry Jansen. Early in his 

career, he was The Great Jansen.  Who suggested he 

change is name to Dante? 

Howard Thurston 
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129 What state did William Larsen, Sr. hail from? Wisconsin 

130 Who did a specialty act of “hand shadows” in Howard 

Thurston’s great show? 

Okito 

There you have it. One hundred thirty (130) factoids to test your knowledge of magical history.  

Some are quite easy; many are of moderate difficulty and a few a brain busters. Whether you are 

just starting out or a magical “old-timer,” it is crucial to know the shoulders on which you stand. 

Applications 

Now that you have this Q&A list, what can you do with it? Here are some options and I’m sure 

you can think of others. 

1. Bonus Raffle Tickets.  Many Rings regularly hold raffles as a part of their monthly 

meetings. A few questions could be asked at each meeting (or included in email meeting 

reminders) and the first person to answer correctly gets a free raffle ticket to be entered in 

the drawing. 

2. Youth Education.  Younger Ring members or youth in “Links” are understandably 

unaware of the rich history of magic.  Questions could be grouped into themes to be used 

as teaching points.  For example, consider the legendary Dai Vernon. A series of 

Vernonesque questions could be raised and answered to show the profound influence he 

had on close-up and stage magic. 

3. Time Fillers. Certain “dead times” exist during Ring meetings, e.g., before the meetings 

formally begin or during breaks.  To use these periods as interesting “time fillers,” you 

could load each question on a powerpoint presentation and let the slides rotate, showing 

first the question and then followed by the answer. 

4. Magic Superstar Game Show. Remember the TV game show “Who Wants to be a 

Millionaire?” Roger “Skip” Way (rway@nc.rr.com) has developed a magic version that 

starts you out at the layperson level and presents the shell to ask seven layers of 

increasingly difficult questions. Roger gives you the PowerPoint structure for this game 

show format. You can select from the pool of questions above and plug them into the 

appropriate levels of difficulty. You can obtain this innovative PowerPoint program 

either from Roger or ask you Territorial Vice President to download it from the TVP 

Facebook page.  

5. Performance Challenge Deck. This is another PowerPoint program that provides the 

structure in a game show format. Specifically, Ring members choose a card from the blue 

props deck followed by a card from the red styles deck. The member then creates a 

routine using the chosen prop in the selected style for the next ring meeting. Members are 

free to add their own creative interpretation to the selected cards. Using these cards will 

enhance individual and group creativity. The questions presented above can serve as 

“seed-corn” for ideas to be included in the red and blue decks. Again, you can obtain this 

innovative PowerPoint program either from Roger “Skip” Way or ask you Territorial 

Vice President to download it from the TVP Facebook page.  

mailto:rway@nc.rr.com
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Format Options 

As presented in the table above, a question and answer format exists; that is, you ask a question 

or present a stimulus phrase and await the answer. 

Example 

 Question: What’s a magical name for an opaque rock? 

 Answer: Blackstone  

Another easy formatting option would be to convert the questions to a true or false condition. 

 

 Example 

Stimulus: Professional wrestler Gorgeous George was once a professional 

magician.  True or False? 

  Response: True 

A third formatting option would be to use a multiple-choice approach. 

 

 Example 

  Stimulus: The oldest magic shop in the United States (established in 1895) is 

(a) Eagle Magic in Burnsville, MN, a Minneapolis suburb 

(b) Hollywood Magic in Los Angeles 

(c) Abbott’s Magic in Colon 

(d) Tannen’s Magic in New York 

Response: (a) 

A fourth option is merely to present a question and invite open discussion on possible responses. 

 Example 

Stimulus Question: “There was a famous close-up magic TV show in the 60s 

called the ‘Magic Ranch. Who was the host and what do you 

know about it?” 

Finis 

Marcus Garvey,  a Jamaican Political leader, reminds us why we want to know our magical 

history. 

A people without the knowledge of their past history, origin and culture is 

like a tree without roots.                   

Marcus Garvey 

Hopefully, these questions will help you grow your magical roots. 

 


